
The Achill Range A modern industrial style using simple materials to build 

a fresh impressive space. The textured oak and soft 

leather add a natural warmth with space to admire the 

wild Atlantic coast.



Sligo Range Unique stylish kitchen design with its sweeping curved 

island and wenge handles, makes a strong statement 

in this kitchen. A marriage of form and function, the 

curved wenge breakfast bar and white Corian worktop 

offer plenty of practical workspace along with a cleverly 

incorporated seating area. 



Rosemalley Range Luxurious style Kitchen with classic detailing and rich 

American walnut create a wonderful opulent feeling 

which compliments the magnificent views.



Westport Range This bright and airy kitchen is full of natural light with 

its high ceiling. The mix of colours and wood give this 

kitchen a cosy mood. 



Country Lodge Range The Irish classic style – It’s everything that it’s name 

suggests; a timeless and quintessentially Irish kitchen 

that has all the emotion and majesty of an Elgar 

symphony, made possible by the beautiful detailing and 

elegant symmetry. 



Galway Range Wonderful Oak Kitchen that’s a perfect space for family 

and entertaining. The rich detail in the Character Oak 

creates a warm and welcoming space, enhanced by the 

white Painted hardwood on the rest of the kitchen. 



Clare Range As kitchen trends come and go, this elegant design 

can be updated with a coat of paint and new handles – 

particularly useful when you know they’re going to be 

around for the next generation.



Rosbeg Range Flat Panel Kitchen with S-shaped island. This design 

shows the diversity of the design and product style 

specific to Creative wood. This particular kitchen moves 

away from our normal inset door with frame design and 

boasts a simplistic veneered flat panel door geared 

towards the ultra-modern kitchen lover. The stunning 

island unit literally sweeps through the kitchen area and 

effortlessly serves the all-important preparation, cooking 

and wash-up area, not to mention a comfortable seating 

area with solid walnut table cleverly worked into this 

design. 



Burrishoole Range This solid painted kitchen has unique characteristics that 

reinforce Creative wood’s position as a true manufacturer 

of bespoke furniture. The contrast in depth between the 

painted cabinets and the solid teak work surface make 

this kitchen the epitome of what is both authentic and 

practical. 



Rathbawn Range A stunning solid wood painted kitchen. A great layout 

with a large sweeping island which takes centre stage. 



Kildare Range Timeless classic; the painted traditional style Kitchen 

made from solid Mahogany. This kitchen maintains an 

effortless rustic glow which demonstrates its ability to 

marry the traditional, country style kitchen with busy,

modern-day living. 



Mullingar Range A traditional style Kitchen with a curved island, 

enhancing the space and making for a stunning Kitchen 

design



Ranelagh Range A beautiful mix of painted and natural wood finish. With a 

curved over hanging island for additional floor space and 

added functionality.



Carrabawn Range This unique design made to compliment the natural 

style, flare and design of this fabulous home



Sienna Range This range is a beautiful Matt Velvet Lacquered Slab with 

rounded edges and a perfectly smooth finish giving you 

a sleek, modern look for your new kitchen



Elba Beton Discover the finely textured surfaces of the ELBA kitchen 

range in the modern concrete look This ultra modern 

kitchen includes all the essential elements of an ultra 

modern home with a charging station, blue tooth audio 

system and LED lighting.



Gala Kitchen The Gala Crystal Range finished in a brilliant high gloss, 

maintains the crisp clean elegance of this bright and airy 

space.



Biella Moss Green This statement Kitchen is fabulously finished in a satin 

green colour and a grey textured splash back.



Bari Castell This kitchens collection maintains excellent build quality, 

combined with precise German Kitchen engineering.



Alea Crystal Fabulous High Gloss Kitchen, finished in crystal White 

color and wrapped with a hard wooden worktop. 

This kitchen cleverly integrates modern styles while 

maintaining a cool natural feel.


